
Two GES Partners Went to be 
With the Lord in Nov-Dec 2015: 
Sande Wiggs and Carolyn 
Rutherford

Sande and 
her husband 
David have 

attended the GES 
annual conference 
many times. 
They have lived 
and ministered 
in Tempe, AZ, 
for the past 42 
years. Sandy 

taught AWANA, 
mostly teaching 

High School students, for 38 years. From 1972 until 
only recently when her health would not allow it, she 
listened daily to J. Vernon McGee and the Thru the Bible 
Radio Program. She had Stage IV adenocarcinoma of the 

pancreas and went to be with the Lord on Nov 22, 2015. 
She was 73.

Carolyn and Arch Rutherford attended nearly every 
GES annual conference. Arch pastored and Carolyn 
ministered for nearly 40 years in Ohio, Montana, and 
Southern California.

Arch and Carolyn are good friends of Zane Hodges 
and had him in their home many times. Sharon and I are 
also good friends with the Rutherfords, having stayed in 
each other’s homes many times.

Seven years ago Arch and Carolyn moved to Colorado 
and became missionaries with Biblical Education by 
Extension in Asia.

On Dec 11 Carolyn went to the hairdresser and 
suffered a massive heart attack. CPR brought her back, 
but two days later she passed into the presence of the 
Lord on Dec 13, 2015. She was 74. 

Victor Street Bible Chapel 
December 13

Do you like your job? Your boss? When Peter talks 
about slaves submitting to masters he is giving us 
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principles that apply to our work lives. While we are 
not slaves and are free (in most jobs) to quit and do 
something else, we still represent the Lord Jesus in our 
work and in our attitudes toward our bosses. That is 
Peter’s point in 1 Pet 2:18-25. My (Bob’s) message was 
well received. 

During the Lord’s Supper I spoke on Revelation 
19, the end of the Tribulation. We had a great time of 
discussion over this important passage. 

Prayer Requests
Please pray for the upcoming GES Board meeting to 

be held January 21–23. Pray that the Lord will give the 
Board members wisdom.

Also remember the San Antonio Regional Conference, 
January 29-30, at the Horizon Hill Event Center. The 
keynote speaker will be Dr. Norm Geisler. The subject is 
inerrancy and hermeneutics. Pray for Bob, Shawn, and 
the other speakers, and for the attendees, that we all 
have a spiritually profitable meeting.

YouTube
Look for a new series of YouTube videos to appear in 

February. We now have the equipment to start recording 
in the office. The videos will begin to appear just as soon 
as Shawn and Bethany can figure out this crazy editing 
software.

Special Publications Update
A new, one-volume edition of Luke: The Life of 

Imitating Jesus by Zane 
Hodges will go to press at 
the end of January. It will 
have subject and Scripture 
indexes.

Tough Texts by Zane and 
Bob is weeks away from 
being done.

Shawn finished a good 
first draft of Chosen to 
Serve and the manuscript 
is being read for feedback. 
He’s started on a new book, 
Zero Pointer, which aims to 
show why the five points of 
Calvinism and Arminianism 
are both wrong.

Pray for Bob as he prepares 50-80 lessons to be 
recorded by Faithlife, makers of Logos Bible Software 
for a course on Free Grace theology. He has 24 done so 
far.

Also pray for Bob as he works on two new books, one 
on Calvinism, the other on inerrancy. Pray especially 
that he will not be distracted, and will be “in the 
zone.” 
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NOTES AND LETTERS
“God bless this ministry. Thank you for all you 
do!” 
—AS, Olathe, KS
“There is nothing more important than a clear 
and precise sharing of the gospel of Jesus Christ. 

I enjoy watching Dr. Wilkin preach/teach on 
YouTube.”
—HR, Avondale, AZ
“Thank you for sending your magazine. It is a 
great help to our friends and family.” 
—SM, Portland, OR

VSBC Staff Christmas Party!

The good folk at the Church of Hope (see Bob?)


